
 
 
 
Thank you for reading this letter, 
 
Being an environmentalist and support the Audubon Society and the Society for the protection of 
NH Forests who realize such an intrusion of Big Business who just care about making money 
from selling this concrete and steel and propose to the leveling of the forest and blasting stone 
laid down by the glaciers and making a wide roadway to place BIG STEEL structures and tons 
of concrete in the precious natural environment we have here in Antrim. 
Much money will be spent most probably raising taxes with the high maintenance painting and 
the inevitable wear and breaking down of such towers which will be outdated in 20 years while 
our children will see rusted hulks.  
I make my living from tourism and NH's quiet beauty brings people to NH to spend their time 
and money. 
I see more harm than good coming from giving into   this 'Music Man' type of idea of great 
things these towers are supposed to bring to this town. 
Like the Native Americans of the Standing Rock protest are bringing into our consciousness,  is 
a little bit of energy worth insulting Mother Earth? 
Since the town electorate voted against the towers it illustrates voting cannot fight Bib Money. 
Thank you,    Walker Boyle     Antrim NH 
 

14,000 Abandoned Wind Turbines in the USA 
Posted on July 1, 2013 by postroad | Comments Off on 14,000 Abandoned Wind Turbines in the 
US 
The US has had wind farms since 1981, what the left and the green movement don’t want to talk 
about regarding windmills is (as usual) the truth. The truth is: windmills, like solar panels, break 
down. And like solar panels, windmills produce less energy before they break down than the 
energy it took to make them. That’s the part liberals forget: making windmills and solar panels 
takes energy, energy from coal, oil, and diesel, energy that extracts and refines raw materials, 
energy that transports those materials to where they will be re-shaped into finished goods, energy 
to manufacture those goods. More energy than those finished windmills and solar panels will 
ever produce. 
There are many hidden truths about the world of wind turbines from the pollution and 
environmental damage caused in China by manufacturing bird choppers, the blight on people’s 
lives of noise and the flicker factor and the countless numbers of birds that are killed each year 
by these blots on the landscape. The symbol of Green renewable energy, our saviour from the 
non existent problem of Global Warming, abandoned wind farms are starting to litter the planet 
as globally governments cut the subsidies taxes that consumers pay for the privilege of having a 
very expensive power source that does not work every day for various reasons like it’s too cold 
or the wind speed is too high. 
via 14,000 Abandoned Wind Turbines in the USA. 
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